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Abstract--This paper presents a video OCR system that automatically extracts closed captions from video frames as
keywords (or as we called “cues”) for building annotations of sport videos. In this system, text regions that contain
closed captions are first identified using support vector machines (SVMs). We then enhance the identified text
regions by using two groups of asymmetric filters and recognize them using commercial OCR software package. The
resulting captions are recorded as cues in XML format for video annotation and retrieval task.

Index terms—video OCR, video retrieval, video annotation, text identification, text recognition

1 INTRODUCTION

Text embedded in sport video usually provides brief and important information about the content, such as the
name of a game, the name of a player or a team, the score, location and date (or time) etc. This kind of
embedded text, referred to as closed caption, is a powerful keyword resource in building video annotation and
retrieval system. Due to the huge amount of data carried by video, closed caption extraction by hand is a very
expensive work in terms of time and human power. Therefore, automatic extraction of closed captions has
gained research importance recently.

However, text extraction is a difficult task because background, color, size of text strings may vary in a same
image. Many papers [2][7] show that available binarization methods, including global and adaptive thresholding
(which has been well used in extracting characters printed on clean papers) do not work well for typical video
frames. Furthermore, video digitalization and compression may seriously blur closed captions in chrome space.
In comparing with the closed captions in other types of video, for example news video, the closed captions in
sports video are usually displayed in table form with multiple rows and columns and last a shorter period (less
than half second), which makes them even harder to be extracted.

In this paper, we present an automatic text extraction system for sport video, which consists of three stages: text
identification, text recognition, and cue producing for annotation. In the first stage, we identify single text line in
video frames using SVMs. The detail of this text identification algorithm is described in Section 2. In Section 3,
we will introduce text enhancement using two groups of asymmetric filters and text recognition. The extracted
captions are then used as cues in XML format for video annotation and retrieval task, which will be discussed in
Section 4.

2 Text Identification

Previous work on text identification in image or video can be briefly classified into region-based, texture-based
and edge-based methods. Region-based methods detect character as the monochrome regions satisfying certain
heuristic constraints. Since the grayscale or color of the text pixels in input image are often not uniform, image
segmentation [1][4][5] or color clustering [10] preprocess has to be performed to reduce the total number of
colors or grayscales in image. The performance of region-based methods greatly rely on the monochrome
assumption of text characters and are therefore not robust to complex background and compressed video.
Texture-based methods employ texture features to decide whether a pixel or block of pixels belongs to text or
not. Wu et al. [2][3] proposed a K-means based algorithm to identify text pixels on the basis of nine second
order derivatives of Gaussians at three scales. Li et al. [8] used a neural network to extract text blocks in Haar
wavelet decomposition feature space. Zhong and Jain [4][9] presented a text region identification approach to
combine spatial variance (texture feature) and connected component (regions) analysis together. Texture-based
methods are able to detect text in complex background but are very time consuming [8] and cannot always
perform accurate text location [4]. Edge-based method detects text in video by finding vertical edges. In [11],



vertical edges are detected by a 3×3 filter and are connected into text clusters by using a smoothing filter. The
same as the region and texture-based methods, the resulting text clusters are then selected by using geometric
heuristic constraints. This algorithm performs fast text detection but reports many false alarms.

In this section, we propose a text identification algorithm using SVMs. Two characteristics of closed captions in
video have been explored. First, a visible character always forms some edges against its background. Second, a
text string has a special kind of texture pattern, a rectangle shape and horizontal alignment. On the basis of these
two characteristics, our text identification algorithm consists of three stages: candidate text region detection, text
line location and SVM-based identification. We first quickly detect candidate text regions with high location
rate and reasonable false alarms. These candidate text regions are then segmented into text lines on the basis of
baseline location and heuristic constraints. Further, we identify the resulting text lines using SVMs to achieve a
lower false alarm rate.

Figure 1 Temporal information processing

1. Candidate text region detection

In this algorithm, texture pattern of text string is simply regarded as a group of short vertical and horizontal
edges mixed together. We integrate this texture information and temporal information for text detection in the
follow process:

1. Multiple intensity frame integration is performed by computing average image of consecutive frames; (see
Figure 1)

2. Detect edges in vertical and horizontal orientation respectively with Canny operators [12];

3. Integrate temporal edge information by keeping only edge points that appear in consecutive two average
images; (see Figure 1)

4. Dilate vertical and horizontal edges respectively into clusters. Different dilation operators are used so that
the vertical edges are connected in horizontal direction while horizontal edges are connected in vertical
direction. The dilation operators are designed to have rectangle shapes: vertical operator 5×1, horizontal
operator 3×6, which are shown in Figure 2.
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5. Integrate vertical and horizontal edge clusters by keeping the pixels that appear in both vertical and
horizontal dilated edge images.

Figure 3(a-d), illustrates the clusters resulting from this detection process.

Figure 2 Vertical and horizontal edge dilation operators

2. Text line location

Text line location will extract single text lines from detected clusters by locating horizontal baselines. We first
roughly segment a candidate region at those lines that the value of derivation in horizontal projection is bigger
than a fixed threshold. Because the cluster may consist of no text line or more than one text line, one threshold
is not optimal for all the cases. We therefore further refine each segmented region by an iterative procedure
consisting of the following heuristic process:

1. Fill-factor check. If the fill-factor (the density of the region in its smallest rectangle boundary) of the given
region is less than 70%, this region is going to be refined in step 2.

2. Segmentation refinement by first finding a line x using Otsu’s thresholding method [14] on Y-axis
projection of the region to be refined. If the length of line x is less than 65% of the longest line in this
region, we segment this region at line x and go back to step 1.

3. Baseline refinement for locating accurately the top and bottom baselines of a text string. We move the top
and bottom baselines to the center until the fill-factor is equal or greater than 70%.

The typical heuristic character of a text string is then employed to select the candidate text lines. In our
experiments the candidate text line should satisfy the constraints that: the size of region is between 75 to 9000;
the horizontal-vertical aspect ratio is more than 1.2; the height of the region is between 8 to 35. Figure 3(e,f)
shows the baseline location and the candidate text lines.



(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3 Candidate text region detection and text line location: (a) original image, (b) vertical edge
dilation, (c) horizontal edge dilation, (d) integration of vertical and horizontal edge dilation, (e) updated

regions after baseline location, (f) candidate text lines

3. SVM-Based Text Identification

We further identify the resulting candidate text lines by using SVMs to achieve a lower false alarm rate. SVMs
have been successfully applied to the problem of binary and multi-class classification because of its strong
generalization capability. The detailed theoretical presentation of the SVMs can be found in [13][16]. The basic
idea to use SVMs for pattern recognition consists of two steps:

1. Map the input feature into a high dimensional feature space via a non-linear mapping.

2. Construct an optimal hyper-plane for separating input samples in the high dimensional feature space.

Figure 4 Normalized candidate text lines



The candidate text lines, which may have varying resolutions, are first normalized to rectangles with 16 pixels
in height by using bilinear interpolation (8 pixels between the baselines, 8 pixels for top and bottom boundary).
The width of text line keeps the same proportional as the height. Some examples of normalized text lines are
shown in Figure 4. Since the text may have varying gray-scales in video frames, we therefore choose gray-scale
independent feature: distance map (as explained below) of 16×16 slide window as input feature of SVMs.

The distance map [13] DM(X) of window X is denote as the set of all the associated distance values ( )yxv ,  in

the window X with respect to a distance function dis according to
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where, B is a set of points, XB ⊆ . We compute the point set B by extracting strong edges in window X. The
distance function used here is Euclidean.

We use Radial basis function (RBF) kernel, where the kernel bandwidth σ determined through cross-validation.
The details of the requirement of the kernel and construction of the hyper-plane via a dual optimization process
can be found in [16].

The SVMs are trained with a database consists of 6000 samples labeled as text or non-text (false alarms
resulting from text line location) with the software package called SVMTorch [17].

The support vectors resulting from SVM are used to estimate the confidence ( )XCw
 of the block of pixels in the

16×16 test window X. In the identification process, we slide the test window every four pixels from left to right
in each normalized text line and compute the confidence of each window. The confidence ( )RConf  of a text line

R was defined as:
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where Xd  is the distance between the center of window X and the center of the text line R. Here, we use

100 =σ . A candidate text line R is identified as a text string if ( ) 0≥RConf .

Figure 5 Valid baseline ranges: the shading parts indicate the valid baseline range

Experiments were carried out on a database consisting of totally 18,000 frames from different sports videos,
(with resolution of 352×288). We employ identification rate (IR) and false alarms to evaluate the performance
of the text identification. A text string is considered to be correctly identified if and only if the located baselines
are in the valid ranges, which is labeled by human visual inspection as shown in Figure 5. The false alarms are
reported by both false region alarm and false pixel alarm. The false region alarm rate (FRR) is measured by the
percentage of the number of false alarm regions in all the identified regions. The false pixel alarm rate (FPR) is
defined as the total area of false alarm regions as a percentage of the whole area of the video frames.

 



Table 1 compares the performances and running time costs of the proposed algorithm with typical region-based
[5], texture-based [2] and edge-based [11] methods. The proposed algorithm is a good tradeoff between high
identification rate and low false alarm rates. The mounts of CPU required by this algorithm is higher than region
and edge based method but much lower than texture-based method. Most of the time is spent in SVM-based
identification phase. Figure 6 shows some text identification results including correct identifications and false
alarms.

Table 1 Performances and running costs

X-based
method

IR FRR FPR Sec/(avera
ge image)

Region 89.6 59.2% 5.8% 1.15

Texture 99.1% 11.5 3.3% 11.27

Edge 92.6% 24.1% 12.3% 0.52

Proposed 98.7% 1.7% 0.38% 2.76

3 Text Recognition Via Enhancement

There are both the pixels of text and the pixels of background inside the identified text line. An enhancement
procedure is necessary to enhance the contrast between text and background so that the text pixels can be
segmented easily from the background by using binarization algorithm. In [2], Wu simply smoothes the detected
text regions in order to lead to better binarization results. Smoothing eliminates noise but can not filter out
background. This method, therefore, can not reliably extract text in complex background. In [5], the authors use
multi-frame integration to enhance captions in video. The influence of the background is reduced on the basis of
motion clues. The multi-frame method can efficiently enhance the text in video frames with rather different
background movements, for example static text with fast moving background, but is not able to clean the
background with same or slightly different movements. Sato [6] enhances the text on the basis of its sub-
structure: line element, by using filters with four orientations: vertical, horizontal, left diagonal and right
diagonal in the located text block. However, because real scales (thickness of the line elements) are unknown, it
is not possible to design a filter that can enhance the line elements with widely varying widths.

 

Figure 6 Identified text lines and false alarms in images or video frames



We have integrated multiple frames text enhancement method proposed in [5] in text identification process (see
section 2.a). In this section, we presents a method for enhancing the text in video via locating the orientation and
scale of character strokes. We first detect strong edges in text lines as candidate edges of character strokes, and
then search for the orientations and scales of these edge points using two groups of asymmetric filters as
explained below. We enhance the contrast of these candidates character strokes at each edge point using filter
with corresponding orientation and scale.

We introduce two groups of Gabor-based asymmetric filters: edge-form filters ( )yxE ,,θλ  and stripe-form filters

( )yxS ,,θλ  to obtain the precise scale information of the located edges in an image, which are defined as:
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where the arguments x and y represent the pixel coordinators, parameter θ specifies the orientation of the filter,

parameter γ determines the spatial aspect ratio, and 
λ
1  is called the spatial frequency.

The rational behind this is that those asymmetric filters can give strong response on candidate edge points in
optimal orientation and scale. The edge-form and stripe-form filters keep most of the properties of the Gabor
filters except the specified translation on the position and the phase offset. Figure 7 shows the pattern of the
edge-form filters (Fig. 7a) and stripe-form filters (Fig. 7bc) in 8 orientations with 92.0=γ .

Figure 7 Asymmetric filters in 8 orietations: (a) edge-form filters, (b,c) stripe-form filters

These two groups of filters are particularly useful in determining the orientation and scale of character strokes.
We then enhance the image with the resulting optimal orientation and scale at each candidate character stroke
edge point. The detail description of this algorithm is presented in [18].



Figure 8 (a) original image, (b) binarization result of the image, (c) enhanced image using proposed
method, (d) binarization result of the enhanced image

Otsu’s thresholding method [14] is then employed to binarize the enhanced image so that it can be used as an
input of conventional OCR system. Figure 8 shows the results of binarization of a text region in original image
and enhanced image.

Experiments are based on extracted text lines involving 27054 characters (closed captions). The proposed text
enhancement method yields recognition rate of 82.6%, while recognition without text enhancement yields the
recognition rate of 36.1%.

4 Cue Producing for Annotation

Extracted closed caption is recorded as a cue in XML format for producing video annotations. The closed
caption cue is generated automatically involving text information (the content of text string) and its confidence
(resulting from the character recognition algorithm), time code, video tape number, location (resulting from the
text location algorithm). An example of a closed caption cue in XML format is:

  <VisualCue featuretype=“closed_caption” name= “text”>

    <start> 01:26:15:12 </start>

    <end> 01:26:15:16 </end>

    <tape> tape number </tape>

    <confidence> 0.7 </confidence>

    <location> left top right bottom </location>

  </VisualCue>

“VisualCue” indicates that “closed_caption” is a type of cue extracting from visual information. Video indexing
and retrieval system will combine multiple types of visual cues, such as the closed caption, color, texture,
motion, and audio cues, for example the speech, in a reasoning engine. The advantage of using XML format is
that annotation and retrieval system can easily access the yielded annotations through the internet.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an automatic text detection and recognition system for sport video annotation
and retrieval. In this system, closed captions are first identified using SVMs and are enhanced based on

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)



asymmetric filters. The system presented achieves high text identification rate as well as low false alarm rates.
The character recognition performance was also improved using proposed enhancement method.

We do not use color although many systems also make use of color information in detecting text in color image
[5][10]. The main reason is that the start point of our system, the edge evidence, is mostly coming from intensity
in compressed image.

The proposed system yields character recognition error when one character touches another one in its
neighborhood. The recognition performance can be improved in the future by developing character
classification algorithm that robust to touched characters.
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